


Spring School Holiday Sessions

Book online now - inea.ymca.org.au

10-18 Albert St, Windsor Gardens

Workshops: 
Mix it up with a

focused workshop

for children ($17)

Gymnastics/Parkour Classes: Gymnastics, KinderGym, MiniGym & Parkour will

run throughout the holidays on a slightly altered

schedule. See website for times/pricing

Intro to Gymnastics (4+)

Trampolines/Tumbling (5+)

Aerials & Handsprings (8 - 17)

Handstands & Cartwheels (4 - 17 years)

Parkour (5+)

A focused session on learning and building upon your

Handstands and Cartwheels as well as other floor-based skills.

No experience required.

An introduction to Team Gym, focusing on the main apparatus of

Floor, Mini Tramp, and Tumble Track. Participants will have the

chance to learn acrobatic, tumbling, and dance elements. A

great workshop for anyone interested in joining Team Gym.

A chance to learn routines on the apparatus of Beam, Bars,

Floor, and Vault just like your favourite Olympians. A great

workshop for anyone considering competing with INEA YMCA

in 2022.

A two-hour focused session working towards your Aerials,

Front and Back handsprings. Great for gymnasts or dancers.

Pre requisite - one handed cartwheel, Roundoff, Backbend

An introduction to gymnastics, with an

opportunity to experience all main apparatus

including beam, bars, and trampolines. No

experience required, ages 4-17

An introduction to acrobatics and tumbling

with a dance focus. Learn skills to add to your

dance routines in a safe and matted

environment. Pre requisites - cartwheel,

handstand, back bend, ages 7-17

An introduction to trampoline sports and

tumbling. Experience the different trampolines

and tumble tracks we have on offer at the

YMCA, learn a new skill, and play some games.

No experience is required.

YMCA INEA Parkour Academy is a fusion of

Gymnastics, Parkour, Martial Arts and Free Style

Movement. The workshop will involve a series of

stations on the apparatus of Vault, Bars, Floor

and Trampoline to increase agility and strength

while improving balance, and coordination. 

An introduction to Rhythmic Gymnastics a combination of

gymnastics and dance with hand held apparatus including

hoop, ribbon and ball. 

Dance Acro (7 - 17)

GFA Challenge Routine Workshop (5+) 

Rhythmic Gymnastics (6+)

Team Gym Workshop (8+)


